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 Maximum 
Negotiated Rate 

 Minimum 
Negotiated Rate 

Medical Services CPT Code  Facility**  Professional***  Facility**  Professional***  Facility**  Professional***  Facility**  Facility** 
 ACUTE INPATIENT  n/a 2,468$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      2,468$                      
 SUB-ACUTE  n/a 1,357$                      not contracted not contracted not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      1,357$                      

 ACUTE REHAB   n/a 
 Service not 

provided 
 Service not 

provided 
 Service not 

provided 
 Service not 

provided 
 Service not 

provided 
 Service not 

provided n/a n/a
 ACUTE PSYCH  n/a  not contracted  not contracted  not contracted  not contracted  not contracted  not contracted n/a n/a
 INPATIENT SURGERY  n/a 2,468$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      2,468$                      

 DEFINITIVE OBSERVATION UNIT (DOU)/TELEMETRY  n/a 2,468$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      2,468$                      
 MEDICAL / SURGICAL  n/a 2,468$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      2,468$                      
 MATERNITY/DELIVERY  n/a 2,468$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      not contracted 3,624$                      2,468$                      
 BOARDER BABY  n/a 511$                          not contracted not contracted not contracted not contracted not contracted 511$                          511$                          

 Footnotes: 
* Inpatient services presented exclude Trauma, Burn Services and all intensive care services.
** Facility Rates presented are per diem rates unless stated otherwise.
*** Physician services are not contracted.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY - DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
LAC+USC MEDICAL CENTER

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED INPATIENT SERVICES - PER DIEM
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2021
UPDATED AS OF 12/28/2020

 **** EPN Member IFP (Individual and Family Plan) Benefits: A Member enrolled in a Commercial Benefit Program that offers in-network benefits for Covered Services rendered by EPN providers such as Covered California. 

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED INPATIENT SERVICES*
(Per Diem=Per Day Rate) 

 ANTHEM BLUE CROSS
(Medi-Cal Managed Care) 

 BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(Commercial) 

 BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(EPN Member IFP Benefits)**** 
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Clinic Description CPT Code  Facility**  Professional****  Facility***  Professional****  Facility***  Professional****  Facility***  Facility*** 
USC OP MED NEPHROLOGY 5P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP PATHOLOGY FNA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED ONCOLOGY TUMOR n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 $1,837.50
USC OP SURG ACUTE CARE n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG BURN n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG COLORECTAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP SURG HEPATOBILIARY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG ONCOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG MINIMALLY INVASIVE n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG PLASTIC n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG THORACIC n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG VASCULAR SD n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG BURN EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP PEDS DENTAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 $955.50
USC OP MED CARDIOLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP DENTAL JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 $955.50
USC OP DERMATOLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED GASTRO JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MEDICINE JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED NEPHROLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED ONCOLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 $1,837.50
USC OP ORTHOPEDIC JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP OTOLARYNGOLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED PULMONARY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED RHEUMATOLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG ACUTE CARE JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG BURN JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG CARDIAC JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG COLORECTAL JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG ONCOLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED HEMATOLOGY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 $1,029.00
USC OP SURG MIS JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG PLASTIC JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG THORACIC JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG VASCULAR JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP NEUROSURGERY JAIL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED ANTICOAG n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED RHEUMATOLOGY 5P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP OBGYN B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP OBSTETRICS B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP GYNECOLOGY B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP OBGYN A n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50

LOS ANGELES COUNTY - DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
LAC+USC MEDICAL CENTER

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES - PER DIEM
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2021
UPDATED AS OF 12/28/2020

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES* 
(Per Diem=Per Visit Rate) 

ANTHEM BLUE CROSS
(Medi-Cal Managed Care)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(Commercial)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(EPN Member IFP Benefits)*****
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Clinic Description CPT Code  Facility**  Professional****  Facility***  Professional****  Facility***  Professional****  Facility***  Facility*** 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY - DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
LAC+USC MEDICAL CENTER

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES - PER DIEM
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2021
UPDATED AS OF 12/28/2020

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES* 
(Per Diem=Per Visit Rate) 

ANTHEM BLUE CROSS
(Medi-Cal Managed Care)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(Commercial)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(EPN Member IFP Benefits)*****

USC OP OBSTETRICS A n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP OBSTETRICS ONC n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 $882.00
USC OP GYN ONCOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS PREEMIE n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS PRIMARY CARE PREEM n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PSYCH ADULT n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP PSYCH CHILD/ADOL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP PEDS VIP n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS ANESTHESIA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS DERMATOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS PEDIATRICS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS PRIMARY CARE n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS SURG MIS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP PEDS UROLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS NEUROSURGERY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP PEDS DENTAL VIP n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 $955.50
USC OP PEDS ASTHMA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED ALLERGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS ALLERGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP PEDS NEUROLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MEDICINE MED+PEDS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP PEDIATRICS MED+PEDS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED DIABETES 5P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP DERM HANSENS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP DERMATOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP ORTH PODIATRY 2P4 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED ONCOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 $1,837.50
USC OP MED GERIATRIC n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,690.50 not contracted $1,690.50 not contracted $1,690.50 $1,690.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE GERI n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MEDICINE RES 4P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE 4P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED RHEUM 4P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED DIABETES n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED ENDOCRINOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MEDICINE 2P61 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED NEPHROLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP ORTH PODIATRY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP ORTH PODIATRY ATT n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE ATT n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED DIABETES 5P1 HUB n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 $808.50
USC OP MED GASTRO 5P1 HUB n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 $808.50
USC OP MED NEPHROLOGY 5P1 HUB n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 $808.50
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY - DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
LAC+USC MEDICAL CENTER

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES - PER DIEM
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2021
UPDATED AS OF 12/28/2020

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES* 
(Per Diem=Per Visit Rate) 

ANTHEM BLUE CROSS
(Medi-Cal Managed Care)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(Commercial)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(EPN Member IFP Benefits)*****

USC OP MED PODIATRY 5P1 HUB n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED RHEUMA 5P1 HUB n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 $808.50
USC OP MED ENDOCRINOLOGY B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED NEUROMUSCULAR n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED PULMONARY B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP SURG ACUTE CARE B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 $1,029.00
USC OP SURG CARDIOTHORACIC B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG COLORECTAL B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP SURG VASCULAR B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP NEUROSURGERY B n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP ORTHOPEDIC n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP ORTHOPEDIC EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MED CARDIOLOGY A n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED NEUROLOGY A n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED HEMATOLOGY A n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 $1,029.00
USC OP UROLOGY A n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP OPHTHALMOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 $955.50
USC OP OTOLARYNGOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP RAD RADIATION ONCOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 $882.00
USC OP DENTAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 $955.50
USC OP MED GASTRO LIVER 5P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED GASTRO 5P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED GASTRO HEP 5P1 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP OPHTHAL EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 $955.50
USC OP OTOLARYNGOLOGY EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP DENTAL OMFS EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 not contracted $955.50 $955.50
USC OP SURG ANESTHESIA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED HEMODIALYSIS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 $1,029.00
USC OP PEDIATRICS 3G F/U n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED PULMONARY POLYSO n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP SURG AMBULATORY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $3,969.00 not contracted $3,969.00 not contracted $3,969.00 $3,969.00
USC OP OBSTETRICS EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP SPECIAL PROCEDURE n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $3,234.00 not contracted $3,234.00 not contracted $3,234.00 $3,234.00
USC OP SURG OBGYN EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP GYN ONC EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP GYN EVAL n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP OBGYN MFM MED n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE EAST n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE WEST n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED GASTROENTEROLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MEDICINE RES 4P61 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE 4P61 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY - DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
LAC+USC MEDICAL CENTER

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES - PER DIEM
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2021
UPDATED AS OF 12/28/2020

SHOPPABLE BUNDLED OUTPATIENT SERVICES* 
(Per Diem=Per Visit Rate) 

ANTHEM BLUE CROSS
(Medi-Cal Managed Care)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(Commercial)

BLUE SHIELD OF CALIFORNIA
(EPN Member IFP Benefits)*****

USC OP MED RHEUM 4P61 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MEDICINE RES 4P81 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE 4P81 n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED RHEUMATOLOGY n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED STAR n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 $882.00
USC OP PEDS ESG HUB n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 not contracted $882.00 $882.00
USC OP MED CONTINUING CARE n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 $1,029.00
USC OP DERM RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED GASTRO RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED INFECT DIS RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MEDICINE RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED NEUROL RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED ONCOLOGY RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 not contracted $1,837.50 $1,837.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP PSYCH ADULT RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP MED PULMONARY RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP SURG COLORECTAL RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED HEMATOLOGY RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 not contracted $1,029.00 $1,029.00
USC OP GYNECOLOGY RS n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP GASTRO TWIN TOWER n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 not contracted $808.50 $808.50
USC OP SURG VASCULAR n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 not contracted $1,543.50 $1,543.50
USC OP MED INF DISEASE MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 not contracted $1,249.50 $1,249.50
USC OP MEDICINE MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP PEDS NEURO MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP PEDS MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP MED PRIMARY CARE MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP PSYCH ADULT MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 not contracted $1,396.50 $1,396.50
USC OP OBSTETRICS MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50
USC OP GYNECOLOGY MCA n/a  see footnote ** not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 not contracted $1,102.50 $1,102.50

Footnotes:
* Outpatient services presented exclude Emergency Room, Outpatient Observation, Urgent Care services.
** Facility Rates for outpatient services for Anthem Blue Cross Medi-Cal Managed Care contract will be updated upon receipt of the fee schedule from Health Plan.
*** Facility Rates presented are per diem rates unless stated otherwise.
**** Physician services are not contracted.
 ***** EPN Member IFP (Individual and Family Plan) Benefits: A Member enrolled in a Commercial Benefit Program that offers in-network benefits for Covered Services rendered by EPN providers such as Covered California. 
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